DSI's first magical big-city takeover of a previously boring alley provided two young artists with the opportunity to complete their first mural installations. Forty other local artists had their works on display in a one-night pop up gallery. Guests enjoyed lights, appetizers from Augie's Front Burner, food and bartending by Floyd's Thirst Parlor at the unveiling party and more than $2000 was raised for DSI's creative placemaking work. They also were invited to join in the fun to paint a Community Mural. See pictures of the entire evening donated by the talented young photographers Framework Photography in DSI's Facebook Album.

In Loving Memory
By Immanuel Ahiable
The mural is inspired by the recent passing of Immanuel's grandfather, and his family's roots in Ghana, West Africa. The words featured are from "If," a poem by Rudyard Kipling for his son, John.

Lion Chaser
by Laura Zuniga
The mural is inspired by the book by Mark Batterson which Laura's friend gave her to encourage her dream of being an artist. The mural depicts my blessed dream of creating such a large piece coming true and I hope that it will inspire others to chase their lion.
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